Introduction
This review ofthe various currently available instruments and dosimeters focuses on their suitability for the measurement of the operational dose equivalent quantities Hp(d) and H' (d, ii) . The response of a detector or instrument is defined as the quotient of its reading and the value of the quantity that it is intended to measure. The "directional dose equivalent response" means the variation of response with direction ii , of a detector used to measure H' (d, ii ) .
Of equal interest is the variation of response with the energy of the radiation: the "energy response". This depends on the quantity being measured. For example, an instrument that has a constant energy response for measuring fluence would have a variable energy response for measuring Hp(d) , since the quotient of Hp(d) and fluence varies with energy, as shown in Figure 7 .1.
The "directional response" or "angular response" of an instrument would be determined by the variation of its response as it is rotated in a unidirectional field, if such a field existed. The term "isodirectional" applies to a response that is independent of orientation. Like the energy response, the directional response of a given instrument can vary depending on what quantity it is intended to measure. For example, if the reading of a beta-ray instrument is constant as it is rotated (about any axis) in a unidirectional field of beta radiation, its response with respect to fluence is isotropic. But its response with respect to H' (d,a) is not isodirectional because the quotient of H' (d,a) and fluence varies with direction, as shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 for d = 0.07 mm and d = 3 mm.
Conversely, if an instrument has an isodirectional response for measuring H' (d,a) , its reading varies with its orientation in a unidirectional field. In contrast, an instrument that has an isotropic response for measuring fluence also has an isodirectional response for ambient dose equivalent.
Although energy response and angular response are often discussed separately, it should be kept in mind that for most instruments, the energy response varies with the direction of incidence and the angular response depends on energy. The energy and angular responses of any instrument usually depend on both the detector and the instrumental housing in which the detector is used. Instruments are usually calibrated so that for some energy and direction the response is unity, i.e., the instrument reads correctly the quantity that it is supposed to measure. Expanded field conditions, at least throughout a sufficiently large volume around the dosimeter, should be approximated for every calibration (Bohm, 1991) .
In the overwhelming number of cases, beta radia-tion falls into the category of weakly penetrating radiation, and the personal dose equivalent H p (0.07) at the extremities (most frequently the fingers) for individual monitoring, and the directional dose H'(0.07) for area monitoring, are most often the appropriate quantities to be measured. For finger dosimeters, the calibration phantom is an actual phantom of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) rod, but H p(0.07) is calculated for a rod of ICRU tissue of the same dimensions. In monodirectional beta-particle fields, H' (O.07,a) can be considered to be equal to Hp(0.07, a) calculated for a slab phantom of ICRU tissue, where the fluence and its angular and energy distributions are uniform over a sufficiently large area. The curvature of the ICRU sphere is only of marginal influence, as the range ofthe beta particles in tissue is small compared with the diameter of the sphere, and depth-dose distributions in the sphere and the slab phantom may be regarded as the same.
The quantity Hp(0.07, a) calculated for a rod phantom, may, however, differ from H'(0.07, a), depending on the spectral and directional distributions ofthe beta-particle fluence.
General Characteristics and Requirements

Area Survey Instruments
Beta radiation can be regarded as weakly penetrating radiation for which the directional dose equivalent H' (d, ii) should be used as the operational quantity for area monitoring, using a depth d of 0.07 mm for the skin and 3 mm for the eye. The reading of an instrument used for measuring H' (d, a) in a unidirectional field of monoenergetic electrons should vary with the direction of incident radiation as shown in Figures 7.2 and 7. 3. In the forward hemisphere, the variation of the quotient of H'(d, a) and fluence is caused by the changes, with angle of incidence, both of attenuation in a tissue layer of thickness d and of backscattering. For radiation incident from the backward hemisphere, the reading should be zero, apart from the reading caused by radiation backscattered from the air in front of the instrument.
For beta radiation, backscattering from the ICRU sphere is not significantly different from backscattering from a sufficiently thick plane slab. The practical standard instrument is an extrapolation chamber (Section 7.3) for which the response, with respect to H'(d, ii) , is very close to isodirectional but is not isotropic with respect to fluence.
In practice, beta radiation is frequently mixed with Hp(d) per unit fluence <P, at depths d = 0.07,3 and 10 mm, when monoenergetic electrons of various energies are incident normally on the torso. It is calculated for a slab phantom of tissue. The fluence is that without the body or phantom in place. Numerical values are given in Tables C.7 to C.9 (Chartier, 1994) . photon radiation. If this is only low-penetrating photon radiation with energies:;::; 20 keY, a very thin, planar, tissue-equivalent detector, under a tissueequivalent absorber 0.07 mm thick and backed by a layer of plastic, several cm thick, having the same backscattering characteristics as tissue, is suitable for measuring H' (O.07, .n) . If, however, strongly-penetrating photon radiation contributes significantly to H'(0.07, .n ), a layer several cm thick may not provide MeV (Grosswendt and Chartier, 1994) , enough backscatter and thereforeH'(0.07,.n) maybe underestimated. A bulky backscatter body of the size of the ICRU sphere as a constituent of an area monitor is not practical. A solution is to use a proportion of higher-Z materials in the chamber walls, as described in ICRU Report 47 nCRU, 1992b). But the area monitor needs, in addition, two quite different directional responses for electron and photon radiation. It is obviously a challenge to construct handy area-survey instruments for measuring both H' (O.07, a) and H*(10) for beta and photon radiation over a wide range of energies and angles of incidence.
Individual Dosimeters
In general, individual dosimeters for beta radiation should be designed to measure the personal dose equivalent, Hp(d) , at a depth, d, of 0.07 mm for the skin or 3 mm for the eye or the gonads. In practice, beta radiation fields are frequently non-uniform. H p (0.07) should be measured at the location of highest dose which is predominantly the worker's hand, less often at his arm, leg or torso. This means that, most frequently, extremity dosimeters are the most important individual dosimeters for beta radiation. Finger dosimeters can be calibrated on an ISO PMMA rod phantom (see Section 10.3.2). The design of individual dosimeters has been simplified in recent years by the increasingly widespread adoption of thin (20 to 100 }.Lm) nearly tissue-equivalent thermoluminescent detectors. Such a detector, placed under an appropriate fiat absorber having the same attenuation characteristics as a tissue layer of thickness d, will constitute a dosimeter having an energy and angular response close to the ideal. (Christensen et al., 1988) . Such dosimeters may be well-suited also for measurements of H p (O.07) in mixed beta/photon radiation fields.
Dosimeters based on sensing elements that are far from tissue equivalent (e.g., photographic film) can also be employed. In this case, one or more filters may be used to improve the energy response (see Section 7.10.3), but it is then difficult to ensure that the response is nearly energy-independent for different angles of incidence of the radiation. Such problems are particularly serious for mixed beta/photon fields containing low-energy photons, for which photographic films and thermoluminescent detectors based on CaS04 and CaF 2 have an excessive sensitivity.
The choice of area of the detector may be dictated by factors such as the required sensitivity. Areas of about 1 cm 2 would be desirable and could also be used to provide hot-particle dose assessment using the criterion of average dose (Section 3.6).
In an accident situation such as that experienced at Chernobyl, all layers of the skin may be exposed at levels considerably in excess of normal radiological protection dose limits. Depending on the doses received at various depths, it may be possible to induce some or all of the whole range of skin responses described in Section 3. In order to provide information of prognostic or therapeutic value in the event of an acute over-exposure, values of the dose at the basal layer of the epidermis, and the shallow and deep dermal doses will be required (Osanov et at., 1993) .
Depending on the depth-dose distribution involved, this will require the use of appropriate dosimeters, such as thermoluminescent dosimeters, with at least 3 detectors, or the provision of special readout techniques which can effectively sample dose at different depths in a single detector (see Sections 7.10.3, 7.10.4 and 8.2.3).
Extrapolation Chambers
Fundamentals
Dose equivalents and dose equivalent rates from beta radiation are often difficult to measure because of their marked non-uniformity over the skin and their variation with depth. The only measuring method so far known that allows precise and absolute measurements in tissue-equivalent phantoms, for beta radiation fields of various geometries, makes use of a so-called extrapolation chamber-a very shallow, parallel-plate ionization chamber made of near-tis sueequivalent material, with a well-defined sensitive volume which can be accurately varied by varying the spacing, e, of the electrodes (Failla, 1937; Loevinger, 1953; Loevinger and Trott, 1966, Francis, 1985; B6hm and Schneider, 1986 ). The gas is almost always air, the sensitive volume having an air mass mair' The ionization current I (corrected for ion recombination)
is measured as a function of e and thus of mair' By extrapolating the measured values to zero electrode spacing,. one can determine the absorbed dose rate to tissue, Db under Bragg-Gray (BG) conditions, from the change ill caused by the change Llmain without accurate knowledge of mair or I itself. This means, for example, that the zero point of the spacing, e, dges not need to .be kno~n accurately. The quantity D t may denote D' (d) or Dp(d), at a depth d below the surface at which the extrapolation-chamber measurement is made (i.e., the thickness ofthe entrance window). It is calculated by
where (W/e) = (33.97 ± 0.05) J. C-l is the quotient of the mean energy Wexpended in dry air, per ion pair formed, and the elementary charge e. The quantity St,ain the ratio of absorbed doses in tissue and air, becomes, under Bragg-Gray conditions, the ratio of the mean stopping powers, given by
where (%)t is the spectrum of beta particles and electrons at the point of interest ,(S/ p)col,t denotes the mass-collision stopping power for a beta particle with kinetic energy E in tissue-equivalent material and (S/ P)col,air is the corresponding quantity for air. It is assumed that secondary electrons (delta rays) deposit their energy where they are generated so they do not contribute to the electron fluence. The upper limit of the integrals is given by the maximum energy, E max , of the beta particles in the fluence spectrum and the lower limit corresponds to the lowest energy in the spectrum, here indicated by a zero. In principle, this spectrum also includes any electrons set in motion by bremsstrahlung photons but these are usually of negligible importance. The secondary electrons are not, in fact, absorbed at the point of their generation, but in a welldesigned, air-filled extrapolation chamber with walls either made entirely of, or lined with, material with a mean atomic number similar to air, the primary beta particles generate a secondary-electron spectrum characteristic of air for all but a relatively few high-energy secondaries. Therefore, secondary electrons generated upstream contribute approximately the same amount of absorbed energy as secondary electrons leaving the point of generation (equilibrium conditions), and the assumption of local energy deposition of secondary electron energy at their point of production is justified. An experimental proof is reported by B6hm and Schneider (1982) for an air-filled chamber with matched chamber walls (chamber depths 1.6 35 and 1.2 mm) for a beta particle spectrum of mean energy 0.8 MeV. The extrapolated slope of the extrapolation curve (see Section 7.3.5) was constant within 0.8 % when the air pressure (and thereby mair) was changed between 9 mbar and 194 mbar. If one uses, however, unmatched walls in an extrapolation chamber, corrections of the s~~r values calculated according to Equation (7.2) ha~e to be made. These corrections may be, for example, of the order of several percent for an air-filled chamber with an Allining (see Attix, 1986, Table 10 .2).
Extrapolation Chamber Construction
An extrapolation chamber of typical design is a special ionization chamber with two parallel electrodes, where one electrode consists of a circular collecting electrode and a guard ring separated by a groove, and the other is both the high voltage electrode and the entrance window. Half of the width of the groove is added to the radius of the collector area to calculate the radius of the effective collector area, a. The air mass mair of the sensitive volume is normally varied by changing the distance between the high voltage electrode and the collecting electrode, i.e., by changing the chamber depth, e. The chamber should have such dimensions that there are no variations of the beta-particle fluence across the collector area.
If the beta-particle fluence is non-uniform, however, or if special corrections have to be made for the perturbation effect (see Section 7.3.4), extrapolation chambers with a circular collecting electrode subdivided by additional circular grooves may be used and the current can be measured separately from each sub-collecting electrode. Figure 7 .4 shows the schematic cross section of the main parts of an extrapolation chamber with one collector area as an example (B6hm, 1986a) . The chamber was designed taking into consideration that the change in the distance between the electrodes should be determined with an uncertainty below 1 p.m, whereby the parallelism of the electrodes is maintained. This is made possible by mounting the piston p with the collecting electrode on a sliding-fit rod which is movable in a relatively long (125 mm) cylindrical guide. The chamber depth, e, can be varied within the range of 0 to 10.5 mm by a micrometer screw coupled to the rod.
All parts of the chamber struck by beta rays (from the left in Figure 7 .4) are made of poly methyl met hacrylate (PMMA), polyethylene terephthalate film (Mylar film) and carbon, which are in good approximation equivalent to tissue with respect to the transmission and backscattering of beta rays. The entrance window w is graphite-coated Mylar, the foil thickness without coating being 3.5 p.m. The foil is stretched by a ring on the electrode housing made of PMMA. The (Biihm, 1986a) . The collecting electrode (a) of area, a, is within a circular groove on the surface of the piston (p) and determines the collecting volume, shown by the dotted region. This electrode is connected by a wire to the upper electrical socket (c). Here (w) is the entrance window, (C) is the chamber depth and (g) is a guard ring. entrance foil is connected to the collecting potential supply via a socket. The piston p consists of a PMMA block 60 mm in diameter and 31 mm in depth with a graphited surface, which is divided into the circular collecting electrode of area a (30 mm in diameter) and a guard ring g, both at approximately the same potential. These areas are separated by a groove which is 0.2 mm in width and depth. A carbon wire 0.1 mm thick connects the collecting electrode (a) to a socket.
As the entrance window is fixed when changing the chamber depth, the point of reference is exactly defined to be just behind the entrance foil in the collecting volume. When measuring depth-dose curves by placing additional absorber foils (e.g., mylar films) or absorber plates (e.g., PMMA plates) in front of the entrance window, the varying position of the phantom surface has to be taken into account.
General Guidelines for Extrapolation Chamber Measurements
Operational Conditions. Extrapolation chambers are normally used under laboratory conditions to measure dose rates which are almost uniform across the collector area. Statistical uncertainties of the ionization current should be so low that the slope of the extrapolation curve, which is proportional to the absorbed dose rate to be measured, can be determined with the desired uncertainty. An ionization current of one pA from a 1-cm 3 air-filled collecting volume corresponds approximately to an absorbed dose rate, Db of32 j.LGy S-l. Approximate absorbed dose rates of beta-ray sources for several irradiation conditions are given in Table 10 .3.
Measurement of low dose rates requires a low leakage current of the extrapolation chamber and a sensitive current measuring system. Ionization currents down to about 0.01 fA can be detected under stable climatic conditions (B6hm, 1980b; Drake and B6hm, 1990) . Extrapolation chambers designed for such low currents should not be irradiated with high doses to avoid radiation-induced leakage currents caused, for example, by the deposition of charge in insulators.
Chamber Voltage. The chamber voltage, U, should be high enough to avoid too many ion recombinations in the collecting volume and low enough to avoid significant bending of the thin entrance foil. It has proved to be advantageous to keep the field strength constant for every chamber depth (of the order of 100 V cm-1 ) for chamber depths between 0.5 and 2.5 mm, so that the curvature of the entrance window remains constant. Thereby, systematic errors are avoided when determining the slope of the extrapolation curve (see Section 7.3.5).
Current measurements may be in error if the chamber voltage, U, is not quite stable. A drift current, Idrift, for any voltage drift l1U during the measuring time, t, of the integrating current measuring system is calculated by
where C k is the chamber capacity. For example, a drift current Idrift = 0.01 fA corresponds to l1U = 0.8 mV for C k = 5 pF and t = 400 s. If this drift current is to be avoided, a chamber voltage of, say, U = 10 V must not change by more than 0.008%.
Ionization Current. To eliminate polarity effects, the current of the extrapolation chamber should be measured at positive (current 1+) and negative (current 1_) polarity of the chamber voltage U. The ionization current, I, is obtained from half of the difference of the currents 1+ and I_corrected by means of the collection efficiency, f:
The quantity fis given by B6hm (1986a)
rg is a constant ( = 5.05.10 13 V2A-1m -1), qrn is the measured ionization rate (collected charge per volume and time, qrn= (/+ -L)/(2 a f)) U is the chamber voltage (absolute value) E1 is a constant (E 1 = 4.4 Vm-1 ) k(; is the Boltzmann constant; 2k B*T/e = 0.0505 V for the air temperature T = 293.15 K).
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Perturbation Correction
The application of the Bragg-Gray relationship (see Equation 7.1) requires that the air-filled chamber volume introduced into the phantom does not perturb the beta-particle fluence at the point of measurement. This condition is frequently difficult to fulfill as, on the one hand, chamber depths of the order of at least 1 mm are necessary to obtain sufficiently high ionization and currents from doses typical in radiation protection and, on the other hand, the energy and angular distributions of the beta-particle fluence may change appreciably within this depth in the phantom. In practice, the energy and angular distributions of the beta particles impinging on the phantom are only poorly known if they are known at all. To minimize the perturbation of the beta particle fluence, extrapolation chambers are constructed with a guard ring as shown in Figure 7 .4. For this chamber, positioned at the surface of a phantom, the perturbation effect is illustrated in Figure 7 .6 (a) to 7.6 (d) (B6hm, 1980a).
The letters A, ... , J indicate some simplified beta- Fig. 7 .6. Perturbation of beta· radiation fields by a plane· parallel chamber positioned at the surface of a phantom. The perturbation is illustrated for two fields by the beta·particle paths A, ... , E and A, ... , J, respectively. The collecting volume of the chamber is dotted, the phantom material hatched. In (a) and (c), the chamber causes modified beta-particle paths; in (b) and (d), beta-particle paths are not perturbed by the chamber. The perturbation shown in (a) leads to an increase of the beta-particle ftuence in the collection volume, while that shown in (c) leads to a decrease CBohm,1980a). ray paths. In Figure 7 .6 (a), parts of the paths A,B,C,D contribute to the ionization in the collecting volume. If the chamber gas is replaced by solid phantom material ( Figure 7 .6 (b)), only the beta rays with the paths Band C would contribute to the absorbed dose rate. The perturbed beta-particle fluence in the collecting volume results here in an enhanced ionization. In practice, an enhancement is frequently caused by high-energy beta particles striking predominantly perpendicular to the surface of the extrapolation chamber so that beta particles penetrating a certain depth into the solid side walls are scattered into the collecting volume (path A). The solid side wall acts as an additional beta-particle source. The smaller the guard ring is, the larger is the enhancement of ionization in the collecting volume.
This scatter effect may be compensated by a shielding effect demonstrated in Figure 7 .6 (c) and (d). The paths D, E, F, G contribute to the absorbed dose rate in the solid phantom material, but they are responsible only for the ionisation in the upper parts of the collecting volume. Due to the shielding by the solid side walls of the chamber, the number of ion pairs per air mass diminishes with increasing depth in the collecting volume. In this example, only path I ends in the collector area.
For extrapolation chambers of the type described above, the perturbation may be determined by measuring the ionization current with additional rings positioned in front of the entrance window which have the same inner diameter as the chamber. The perturbation effects may be 10% or more, depending on the beta particle field, with an insufficiently wide guard ring. Frequently, this effect cannot be eliminated by extrapolation and leads to systematic errors.
Extrapolation to Bragg-Gray (BG) Conditions
By measuring the ionization current, I, versus air mass, main the extrapolation curve I(mair) is obtained. The aim of the extrapolation is to determine (M / ,lmair)BG of Equation 7.1 from this curve. This means that one has to determine (dI /dmair) at mair = 0 from the variation of (dI / dmair) at mair > 0: where gl (mair) is an assumed function that describes the variation of I with mair at small chamber depths. Here gl (mair) = 0 for mair = 0, Pair is the air density in the collecting volume, a is the effective collector area and e is the chamber depth. In many practical cases, the effective collector area and the air density of the collecting volume can be regarded as constant during a measurement and one obtains for f = 0:
( d: air LG = a: rur ( :e Lo (7.8)
If the extrapolation curve I( f) can be fitted by a polynominal with coefficients Cb C2, ... (Francis et ai., 1991)
where f is now the measured depth and 10 is the ionization current for f = 0, one obtains (7.10) This method has possible shortcomings for determining (M / dmair)BG' The slope of the extrapolation curve may change relatively abruptly for the smallest chamber depths due to the perturbation effect. If all the measured values of the extrapolation curve, i.e., also those obtained for large chamber depths which are in general more "perturbed", are given the same weight in the polynominal approximation, the calculated Cl value may be systematically wrong (see e.g., Bohm and Schneider, 1986) . This error can be minimized by applying as many corrections as possible, in particular with respect to the pertubation effect, to the ionization current, I, before the polynominal approximation, so that the coefficients C2, C3, ... become small. More refined evaluation procedures, for example, for extrapolation chambers with several collecting areas, will not be discussed here. An example is given in Section 9.4.2.
Measurement Uncertainty
The uncertainty which has to be assigned to Db the value measured with an extrapolation chamber for reference climatic conditions and corrected for all known systematic effects, will now be evaluated. In agreement with ISO (1993) and WECC (1990) , the uncertainty components, which are all assumed to be estimated standard deviations, are treated as independent random variables, since possible correlations among them are expec~ed to be negligible.
The uncertainty of D t depends on the uncertainties of the three "input quantities" St BG W/e and (M/ , ,aIr' dmrur)BG as follows from Equation (7.1). For the first two quantities, the uncertainties are taken to be the values given in the literature. For the third quantity, (M / dmair)BG, several contributions have to be considered. One of them is based on the repeated measurements of I, the ionization current. The variations depend on the dose rate to be measured. The necessary extrapolation to zero cavity thickness causes a "perturbation" contribution (Sections 7.3.4 and 7.3.5) which is often underestimated. Other components arise from the correction for the attenuation of air between source and chamber (Sec-tion 7.3.3) and for scattering and absorption of the beta rays in the entrance window, if this window thickness does not quite simulate the desired measuringdepth. Table 7 .1 gives some order-of-magnitude estimates for the main uncertainty components of Db valid for l47Pm and 90Sr _90y sources with activities of about 0.5 and 0.1 GBq, respectively, and for a distance of 20 cm. The resulting combined uncertainty is obtained by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the various contributions.
Ionization-Chamber Survey Meters
Ionization chambers with a thin entrance window are among the most widely used detectors for measuring beta-ray dose equivalent rates. For beta rays, the ionization per unit mass of gas in the chamber is related to the absorbed dose in air. In mixed beta/ photon fields, the wall material of the chamber may also be important. The ideal design of an ionization chamber for ~easuring the directional dose equivalent H' (0.07, n ) for electrons is a thin, planar, tissueequivalent chamber with a tissue-equivalent window of about 0.07 mm thickness. Ionization chambers are sensitive to low as well as high-energy photons, but do not allow separation of the contributions of beta-rays and weakly-penetrating photons. Strongly and weakly penetrating radiations are separated by using a removble cap over the window. Ionization-chamber survey Instruments should_ be capable of indicating simultaneously H'(0.07, n) for beta-rays and weakly penetrating photons incident from the forward hemisphere and strongly penetrating photons from all directions. By using a cover over the chamber, the ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), can also be measured.
Cylindrical ionization-chamber survey instruments designed in the past for the combined area monitor~ ing of beta-ray and gamma-ray fields, have a thin 
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front window (about 7 mg cm-2 ). The side walls should be thick enough to stop most beta rays and to achieve electron equilibrium for high-energy photons, but also thin enough to extend the sensitivity to low-energy photons. Such cylindrical ionization chambers have a poor angular response to beta rays and may under-respond to low-energy beta rays. This type of instrument is unsuitable for measurement of H'(0.07, n) close to sources.
These conventional beta-gamma survey instruments, previously used to indicate exposure rates, usually u~derestimate the directional dose equivalent rate H'(0.07) for normally incident photons in the energy range between 30 and 300 ke V, because they make no allowance for the effects of backscatter from the ICRU sphere. Correction of this photon energy response is discussed in ICRU Report 47 (ICRU,1992b) .
Typical designs of ionization-chamber survey meters used for the combined measurement of beta rays and photon radiation are presented in Figure 7 .7. Compared with deep chambers (higher sensitivity for strongly penetrating radiation) and shallow chambers (good response for weakly penetrating radiation, more accurate dose-rate indication close to a source), the dual ionization chamber in planar geometry, in particular, provides a more accurate indication of H'(0.07, n) for weakly penetrating radiation. It uses a thin ionization chamber with a front window, combined with a thick-walled back chamber for the indication of H*(10) from penetrating radiation. Ionization chambers in a concentric geometry will overestimate H'(0.07, n) except for unidirectional incidence of the beta rays.
Commonly used survey instruments have been recently modified to improve their performance for beta-ray measurements. Any such modification of ionization chambers should involve a reduction in the depth (and therefore in volume) to give a larger ratio of diameter-to-depth (e.g., 7-10 cm diameter and 1-3 cm depth). Such a chamber may then under-respond to H*(10) from photons in the energy range below 300 ke V (arising from the lack of backscatter from the ICRU sphere) This can be compensated by using relatively high-Z materials such as aluminum for part of the chamber walls nCRU, 1992b). In addition, the thickness of the equilibrium cover and of the chamber walls may be increased.
In a review paper, Swinth and Sisk (1991) described the design and dosimetric properties of various ionization chambers presented in Table 7 .2. Many survey instruments using ionization chambers underestimate low-energy beta-ray doses by more than a factor of 2 (see Figure 7 .8) and/or show a significant variation of angular response as presented in Table 7 .3. This is the case, for example, for three typical, commercially available survey instruments (A,C,D). The decrease in the depth of the sensitive volume to about 1 cm (B, from model A), or the dual ionization-chamber system (D) produces a rather fiat energy response for both beta rays and low energy photons with an overestimation of 10% for photons of about 200 keV.
In dual ionization-chamber designs (B6hm and Hohlfeld, 1981; Martz et al., 1986a; Lucas, 1987) , the TABLE 7.2-Description of some of the ionization chambers whose properties are given in Figure 7 .S and Tables 7.3 and 7.4 (Swinth and Sisk, 1990 Sisk, , 1991 ) Fig. 7 .8. The energy response of several ionization-chamber survey meters for various beta-ray sources relative to H'(0.07). A brief description of the chambers is given in Table 7 .2 (Swinth and Sisk, 1991) response of the thin-walled chambers has been found to be energy-independent, relative to H' (0.07), within ± 10% for normally incident beta rays up to end-point energies of 0.76 MeV, as well as within about ±20% for photons above 33 keV. For the thick-wall chamber, the photon response relative to H*(10) is about equally energy-independent up to energies of 3.8 MeV.
For localizing beta-and gamma-radiation sources, a small-volume ionization chamber (15.5 cm 3 ), having both a thin end window and a thin cylindrical wall, shows a beta-ray energy response within ±20% for end-point energies between 0.25 MeV and 2.3 MeV, and a directional response that is 35% lower at 90 0 than at 0 0 (Heinzelmann and Keller, 1986).
Different ionization chambers have been tested under field conditions at different source-detector distances (Herbaut et at., 1986 , Rathbun et at., 1987 .
Modification of the chamber design or the wall and electrode material of commercially available ionization chambers, and the design of the detector end-cap, can provide a good energy response and a more nearly uniform angular response (Shonka et at., 1989 , Chabot et at., 1988a . The prototype of a large-diameter ionization chamber (Type E, Table 7 .2), which uses a microprocessor control for geometric corrections of the source-to-chamber distance and automatic corrections for pressure and temperature, shows, for beta rays, a reasonably flat energy response, that is 24% lower for 147Pm (relative to high energy beta rays) and a factor of 4 higher for 80-keV photons (Swinth and Sisk, 1991) .
In the case of large-volume ionization chambers for which the depth and diameter are comparable, geometric correction factors, which may depend on the source-to-detector distance, the directional distribution of incident radiation, the source area and the beta-ray energy, have to be applied for distances < 15 cm (see Figures 7.9 and 10.4). Geometric factors for radiation fields that are not uniform within the detector dimensions are applied to the readings to estimate the corrected dose at the entrance window. Source-geometry factors have been obtained experimentally for various distances and dimensions of disc sources. As an example, Table 7 .4 shows the correction factors obtained for disc sources of various dimensions at 1-cm source-to-detector distance, for commercially available instruments (A,C) and for two prototype ionization chambers (F: 1-cm depth, 6-cm diameter; E: 2.67-cm depth, 12-cm diameter, (Swinth and Sisk, 1991) . Although these large chambers are not suitable for measuring H'(0.07, n) in many circumstances, their characteristics are discussed because they are still extensively used. In addition to purely geometrical factors, the energy and angular responses of deep ionization chambers depend on the relative number of incident beta rays that have been scattered through large angles by the air, and this effect also varies with the source distance and beta-ray energy (Hankins, 1985b) .
In addition to energy and angular response, other factors affecting the instrument performance under field conditions are of importance, such as sensitivity to humidity, temperature, rough handling and radiofrequency fields.
Proportional Counters
In gas-filled proportional counters, the electrons from ionization produced by incident charged particles or, in the case of photons, by secondary electrons released in the detector wall or the counting gas, undergo gas multiplication (by a factor of 10 2 to 10 6 ). The height of the output charge pulse is proportional to the initial number of ion pairs and thus to the energy transferred by the incident charged particle. The use of gas multiplication to increase the sensitivity of beta-ray dose measurements with an extrapolation chamber has been described by Rossi and Lubert (1958) .
Because of the very different ionization densities of alpha and beta particles, these particles can often be separated by pulse-height discrimination. Separation of high and low-energy electrons by pulse-height analysis is usually not possible, because the highenergy particles deposit only a small part of their energy in the sensitive volume of the counter. Separation of primary particles with different charge or energy in a proportional counter is effected today mostly by pulse-shape discrimination methods (Kiefer et al., 1984; Berthold, 1984) .
For radiation protection purposes, large-area proportional counters using thin windows (0.3 mg cm-2 ) and gas flow are widely used for activity measurements and contamination monitoring of both alpha and beta-ray emitters (Kiefer and Maushart, 1961) . Proportional counters for most beta-ray contamination measurements are vacuum-tight with windows of about 5 mg em -2. However, to measure low energy beta particles from tritium on contaminated surfaces, a counter with an open window is used (Ehret et al., 1963; Maushart, 1978) .
Window-less and position-sensitive proportional counters have been recently developed as a scanning detector for radiochromatography of thin layers marked with 3H and 14C (Filthuth, 1986) . In a computer-assisted digital autoradiograph, the proportional counter makes use of two sets of counting wires perpendicular to each other, allowing the simultaneous measurement and display of the activity distribution in an area of 20 em x 20 em (Filthuth, 1987) . Due to the spatial resolution of the system and a low background, the dynamic range of counting is about 3 orders ofmangnitude higher, and the counting time 3 orders of magnitude lower compared to conventional autoradiography techniques. This technique might also be used for detecting hot particles in aerosol filter samples.
Air-equivalent proportional counters operated in the continuous-current mode similar to ionization chambers provide, within ±20%, an energy-independent measure of exposure, and thus a very approximate measure of H'(0.07), for photons over a wide range of energy (8 keV-1.3 MeV) (Glocker et al., 1952) . By changing the multiplication factor at high dose rates, a survey meter of this type provides a counting range from 0.01 J,LSV h-1 to 10 Sv h-1 (Maushart and Piesch, 1971) . The thickness of the detector wall of about 60 mg cm-2 precludes, however, the measurement of beta rays of end-point energies below 0.76 MeV (204Tl). Proportional counters have also been used in the pulse-counting mode (Maushart, 1978 (Maushart, , 1988 .
Geiger-Muller (GM) Counters
Because electrons entering the sensitive volume of a GM counter produce pulses of virtually the same size, the detector response is more nearly proportional to flue nee than to absorbed dose. Thin-window (2 mg cm-2 ) GM counters are extensively used to measure the number of beta particles from surface contamination, with an extremely high sensitivity. Such survey meters are not designed to indicate the dose rate for weakly penetrating radiation in terms of H'(0.07, Ii ), because of poor energy and directional responses. Relative to H'(0.07, Ii ), the response is low for low-energy beta rays. Nevertheless, when beta rays with end-point energies above 0.2 MeV are incident normally on a thin-window GM counter, H'(0.07) can often be determined from the counting rate within a factor of about 2. The possibility of deriving a correction factor for energy response from the readings of two counters with windows of different thicknesses has been discussed by Borg and Christensen (1995) .
The photon energy response of thin-window GM counters usually has a maximum at about 40 to 80 keV. This maximum is about one order of magnitude higher than the response at higher photon energies. Under field conditions, this extremely high response requires correction by a filter which, however, attenuates low-energy beta rays and therefore excludes simultaneous combined measurements of H' (0.07, n) from beta and photon radiation with a single detector.
GM counters with appropriate energy-compensation filters are widely used in survey instruments for the measurement of ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), from photons, and in electronic personnel dosimeters for the measurement of H p (10) in a restricted photon energy range above a threshold of 45 to 60 keV, depending on the thickness and atomic number of material around the detector.
Scintillation Detectors
Two different arrangements of scintillation detectors have been used for determining beta-ray doses; a thin detector whose thickness and window match approximately the dimensions of the sensitive layer of the skin, and a thick detector acting as a spectrometer. Organic scintillators are used because of their approximate tissue equivalence.
In the thin detector (Cross and Marr, 1960 , Cross, 1965 , Martz et af., 1986a , a layer of plastic scintillator or anthracene, 4 to 7 mg cm -2 thick, is covered by an aluminized plastic window, a few mg cm-2 in thickness. It is connected optically to a photomultiplier by a plastic light-pipe. The light output of the scintillator itself is closely proportional to H'(0.07). However, problems arise from the production by beta radiation of Cerenkov light in the light-pipe, and from the sensitivity of the photomultiplier itself to gamma rays. Both effects may, under certain conditions, give light outputs comparable to that from the scintillator and become more severe as the scintillator thickness is decreased. The Cerenkov effect results in an overresponse to high-energy beta rays, while interactions in the photomultiplier give a higher response to gamma rays than to beta rays.
Two types of thin scintillators have been used. In the simpler type, the total photomultiplier current is measured (Cross and Marr, 1960) . The energy response increases by a factor of about two for maximum beta-ray energies from 0.23 to 3.5 MeV, because of the Cerenkov effect. The angular response is within 20% of that of an extrapolation chamber. Beta and gamma radiation are separated by taking readings with and without a plastic cap over the detector. The effect of Cerenkov radiation can be considerably reduced by using a scintillator that emits green light, :elus an optical filter to absorb the blue and UV Cerenkov light from the light-pipe (Darois et af., 1991).
In the second type of thin-scintillator instrument (Alvarez, 1983; Johnson et af., 1983) , pulses are counted and weighted by their height. Pulse-shape discrimination is used to separate scintillation pulses from the shorter Cerenkov and photomultiplier pulses. The reported energy response is flat within ±5% for maximum energies from 0.23 to 3 MeV. However, this excellent response requires an instrument that is heavy (5.9 kg) for routine field measurements and has an 8-hour battery life. The design of the instrument housing considerably reduces the response at large angles of incidence, but this could easily be improved.
A practical disadvantage of both types of detectors as survey instruments for field use is the sensitivity of the photomultiplier to mechanical shock. The use of scintillation detectors as spectrometers is described in Section 7.9. From the spectrum and the appropriate conversion factors, the absorbed dose can be calculated (Martz et al., 1986b) . However the accuracy may be significantly decreased for non-normal incidence or if a significant fraction of the dose comes from electrons below the energy threshold of the spectrometer.
Semiconductor Counters
Several types of silicon semiconductor devices have been used in beta-ray survey instruments for measuring dose rates, both by measuring the current and by counting pulses weighted by their height. For detectors operating in the current mode, the minimum detectable dose rate is limited by statistical fluctuations, whereas in the pulse-counting mode, the maximum dose rate is limited by the electronic dead time. With a low voltage across the diode, the thin sensitive layer (10-30 mg cm-2 ) has been reported to provide a measurement of H'(O.07) for beta-rays within ±25%, for maximum energies from 0.23 to 2.2 MeV (Heinzelmann and Schiiren, 1979) . Semiconductor devices have the disadvantage of having a high response to low-energy photons « 100 keV) because the atomic number of the Si detector is higher than that of tissue.
A diffused silicon diode can operate as a thin solid-state ionization chamber, and the leakage current is low enough to measure H' (0.07) rates as low as 100 ,uSv/h (Wernli and Jones, 1981) . The current reading is proportional to the dose equivalent rate over 7 orders of magnitude.
In comparision with Si diodes used in beta-ray dose-rate meters by counting pulses (Jones, 1966), a better energy response was obtained for a reversebiassed junction detector by weighting pulses according to their height. Recent studies have resulted in a prototype, ion-implanted, silicon detector system that automatically changes from the pulse mode to the current mode, thus providing a dose-rate range from 3 ,uSv/h to 0.3 Sv/h (Chung et af., 1991a). A metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) has an extremly sensitive layer of less than 0.5 mg cm-2 thick and can be used in a chargetrapping mode as an integrating dosimeter (Thomson et al., 1984, Jones and Sanders, 1986) . Beta and gamma rays permanently change the threshold voltage at which current flows and this change is used as a measure of dose. For a plastic window of 7.3 mg cm -2, the response relative to H'(0.07) from normally incident 147Pm beta rays is 67% of that for 90Sr _90Y beta rays. The minimum detectable dose is about 10 p,Sv.
Recently developed electronic personal dosimeters based on silicon diodes (Marshall et al., 1990 (Marshall et al., , 1994 measure simultaneously H p (10) and H p (O.07) for photons and beta-rays, both as the accumulated dose and instantaneous dose rate. The ranges of dose equivalent and dose equivalent rate displayed for H p (0.07) are 1 p,Sv to 99.9 mSv and 0.01 to 99.99 mSv/h, respectively. For the compensation of energy dependence, the dosimeter incorporates 3 diodes covered by various filters. For photons in the energy range 23 keV to 7 MeV, this results in an energy response, relative to H p (O.07), that is flat within ±20%. An equally flat response for beta rays above an end-point energy of 0.76 MeV (204Tl) is obtained by using the signal ratio of two plastic-filtered diodes as a correction factor for beta-ray energy (Marshall et al., 1994) .
Beta-Ray Spectrometers
Beta-ray spectrometers are used in radiation protection in a variety of different applications. An important task is the estimate of the sometimes high contribution oflow-energy beta rays to H' (0.07) or to Hp (0.07) in the extremities. Another task is to gain information about the high-energy component of the spectrum with energies up to 3.5 MeV that are difficult to attenuate by protective clothing. While useful spectral information can be obtained by absorption methods (e.g., Hankins, 1985) , spectrometers provide much more detailed and reliable data .
Plastic scintillators are often given preference (Wohn et al., 1972; Simons et al., 1984; Martz et al., 1986b) in beta-ray spectrometers over other detectors such as semiconductor detectors or scintillators with higher mean atomic number, because they match the smaller backscattering of beta rays from tissue better. Plastic scintillators can be easily produced with dimensions large enough to stop the most energetic beta rays to be measured (e.g., a 2-cm thick plastic scintillator can stop 3.5 MeV beta rays). A disadvantage of plastic scintillators is their relatively poor energy resolution. Titus (1970) measured the full width of a line in an energy spectrum, at the half height of the maximum, (FWHM) for monoenergetic electrons of different energies. He reports the following energy dependence of the width, R, for Pilot B plastic, on the energy E:
where R is in percent and E in MeV. For modern scintillator/photomultiplier combinations, the resolution may be somewhat better. This relation is valid for energies above about 0.1 MeV. For lower energies, the energy resolution is even poorer and the response becomes non-linear.
Silicon semiconductor detectors have much better energy resolution than plastic scintillators or proportional counters. (see, e.g., Knoll, 1989 ) mainly because of the low mean energy (3.8 eV) needed to generate an electron-hole pair. Totally-depleted surface-barrier detectors, fully-depleted passivated ionimplanted detectors and diffused-junction Si(Li) detectors are in current use. Thick detectors, however, e.g., of 5-mm thickness to stop 2.2-MeV beta rays, are difficult to produce and expensive.
The design of a beta-ray spectrometer depends largely on the measuring task. If a beta-ray spectrum is to be measured in a mixed beta/gamma field, a separation of the beta-ray spectrum from that of the gamma rays has to be carried out. A simple method is based on two measurements, one with a removable cover just thick enough to absorb all the beta rays, and one without a cover(e.g., Martz et al., 1986b) . The difference of the two spectra yields the beta-ray spectrum, provided that the effect of the cover on the spectrum of pulses due to gamma rays is unimportant or can be corrected for, and that the two spectra are not seriously affected by pulse pile-up.
Beta-ray spectra can be obtained by a single measurement by making use of beta/ gamma discrimination, usually achieved by a two-element detector telescope with a thin upper and thick lower detector. The thin upper detector has to be penetrated by the beta rays for a pulse to be recorded. The signal produced by a beta ray in the upper detector is used in coincidence with that in the lower detector, for discriminating against gamma radiation. Obviously, the upper detector has to be extremely thin to enable the measurement of low-energy beta rays. The second detector has to be thick enough to stop the beta rays in order to produce signals proportional to their total energy. The telescope may consist, for example, of (a) plastic or inorganic scintillators of greatly different decay constants that use the phoswich principle (Eisen et al., 1985; Palazzolo et al., 1992) ; (b) a proportional gas counter and a plastic scintillator (Swinth et al., 1989; Simons and Higginbotham, 1990) , or (c) a thin silicon detector and a plastic scintillator. Horowitz describes a telescope of the latter type with a 100-,um thick, totally-depleted surface-barrier detector and a 20-mm thick BC-404 scintillator, shown in Figure 7 .10(a) (Horowitz, 1993; Horowitz et al., 1994) . Beta-ray spectra measured with this telescope behind different protective glasses at a distance of 20 cm from the closure plug of a reactor fuelling machine are given in Figure 7 .10 (b).
A different design of a two-element detector telescope is shown in Figure 7.11 (a) (B6hm, 1994) . It is suitable for measuring beta-ray spectra in the range from 25 keY to 2.2 MeV, with high resolution in the absence of disturbing photon radiation. The upper detector is a 300-,um thick, fully-depleted, passivated ion-implanted detector; the lower is a 5-mm thick diffused-junction Si(Li) detector. The beta-ray spectrum is measured in a two-step procedure to obtain the low-energy tail of the spectrum with the high resolution of the thin detector and the high-energy part ofthe spectrum with the poorer resolution ofthe thick detector (see Figure 7 .11 (b».
Step one is to analyze the signals summed from both detectors if the trigger level of the thin detector is exceeded (spectrum A).
Step two is to measure the lowerenergy particles of the spectrum with the high resolu- tion of the thin detector (spectrum B) by analyzing the signals of the thin detector only if there are no signals from the thick detector (i.e., under anticoincidence conditions with the thick detector). The high-energy part of spectrum A and the low-energy part of spectrum B are connected at an appropriate energy (here about 160 keY) without any adjustment to the normalization of the two component spectra.
In general, the beta-ray spectra measured with spectrometers containing detectors of low atomic number are of sufficient accuracy for radiation protection purposes and need not be unfolded to correct for resolution (for response functions, see, e.g., Rehfield, 1978) . The problem of unfolding compound spectra from several emitters has been discussed by Vapirev and Hristova (1991) .
Thermoluminescent Dosimeters (TLD's)
In thermo luminescent (TL) materials, a small part of the energy deposited by ionizing radiation is stored and is released as light when the material is heated. For electrons of a given energy, the amount oflight is proportional to the total energy deposited in the detector material. Of all detectors, thermoluminescent dosimeters are the most widely used for the measurement, in terms of H p (O.07) , of weakly penetrating radiation, particularly in personal extremity dosimetry. Nearly tissue-equivalent detectors should be used, so that the contributions of beta rays and low-energy photons are measured with nearly the same response. The characteristics of a given detector depend strongly on the reading and annealing techniques used, but these techniques will not be discussed here.
One advantage of TL detectors is that they can be prepared with different thicknesses, to obtain volume averages relevant to organ dose estimation. The thickness of TL detectors commonly used in photon dosimetry is, however, 5 to 10 times greater than is appropriate for beta rays and excludes the dosimetry of low-energy beta rays. The use of TL dosimeters in personnel monitoring has been reviewed by Christensen (1986) and Fellinger (1991) . Contento et al. (1984) have shown how the response of detectors of different thicknesses varies not only with the beta-ray energy but also with the distance between source and detector. The correction factor shown in Figure 7 .12 is the factor by which readings of a dosimeter, calibrated with beta rays from a 90S r _90y 1.6 90sr. goy 1.1. Fig. 7 .12. The skin-dose correction factor as a function of source-to-detector distance, given for three different detector thicknesses and various maximum beta-ray energies. "Skin dose" is defined here as the dose at 5-10 mg.cm -2 depth in tissue under 5 mgcm-2 of aluminium. Key: (0), ultra-thin 7LiF-Teflon disc, 5 mg cm-2 thick; (\7), LiF TLD-100, 100 mgcm-2 ; (0), LiF TLD-100, 240 mg cm-2 thick (Contento et al., 1984) . source at 30 cm distance, must be multiplied to give the correct absorbed dose in tissue under 5 mg cm -2 of AI. This variation with source distance occurs because ofthe effect of air scattering on the angular and energy distributions of beta particles entering the dosimeter. Dosimeters of a few mg cm-2 thickness clearly have the most nearly constant response.
The different general approaches for producing thin dosimeters to measure H p (0.07) fall into four categories (Table 7 .5).
Physically-Thin Detectors
Physically-thin detectors based on different TL materials of 2-20 mg cm-2 thickness may fulfill the general requirements of skin dosimeters. By using thin, nearly tissue-equivalent detectors, such as LiF and Li 2 B 4 0 7 , in close contact with a tissue-equivalent window of about the same thickness and a tissueequivalent holder, the dosimeter reading can provide a direct measure of the dose of weakly penetrating radiations. For low-energy beta rays, a correction may be necessary, if the dosimeter design is not exactly matched to the desired depth dose at 0.07 mm.
Several designs of physically-thin TL detectors are given in Table 7 .6. Fine grains of TL crystals are embedded in a Teflon matrix (Marshall and Docherty, 1971) or stuck to a Kapton tape (5 mg cm-2 ) (Harvey and Felstead, 1979) . The Kapton dosimeters are commonly designed for single use only. It can be seen from the table that the general problem in using physically-thin TL detectors is their inherently low sensitivity caused by the small mass of the luminescent detector element. Thin TL-Teflon detectors exhibit a lower detection limit of about 0.5 to 2 mSv (Table 7 .6), with the exception of the LiF extremity dosimeters made by Vinten Instruments (now part of Nuclear Enterprise Technology).
A reduction of the detection threshold can be realized with the use of TL materials with higher radiation sensitivity. A significant improvement can be obtained by using the newer luminescent material LiF:Mg,Cu,P (Zha et al., 1986 (Zha et al., , 1993 Horowitz and Horowitz, 1990, 1992; Oster et al., 1993; Burgkhardt et al., 1994a) . In comparison with LiF:Mg,Ti, an equal amount of LiF:Mg,Cu,P can be twenty to forty times more sensitive. The beta-ray energy and angular responses of this material, held on Kapton tape by adhesive, have been measured (Jones et al., 1989; Wu et al., 1990; Cai et al., 1992; Yuen et al., 1993) . This material is attractive for beta-gamma dosimetry because it combines higher sensitivity with low energydependence of response for photons (see Figure 8 .3). The characteristics of this material may differ considerably among samples manufactured in different laboratories. The detection threshold ofLiF:Mg,Cu,P made in Beijing (5 x 5 x 0.02 mm 3 ) is reported to be 30 uSv (Wu et al .. 1990 ). The effective sensitivity of conventional LiF:Mg,Ti can be enhanced, by a much smaller factor, by using a radiation sensitization process to modify the population of trapping centers (Charles and Khan, 1979; Jones et at., 1989) . It can be increased considerably more than this by using improved background subtraction techniques (Horowitz et at., 1986) .
For the measurement of skin dose from beta rays, the energy and directional responses of thin detectors are flat within about ± 15% (see Figure 7 .13), independent of the application (area or personnel monitoring) and the exposure conditions, such as free in air, on the chest or on the finger. For the photon energy response, however, significant variations are expected when the exposure conditions are changed (see Section 8.2.2).
Applications of most TL materials with a high sensitivity (20 to 60 times that of LiF:Mg,Ti), such as MgB 4 0 7 , CaS04, CaF z and Alz03:C (Akselrod et at., 1993) , is limited because these materials are nontissue-equivalent for photons. In mixed radiation fields in which photons ofless than 100 keVoccur, the correction for the photon overestimation (sometimes a factor of about 10) requires the separation of the beta-ray dose contribution by additional information. Multi-element dosimeters Two or more TL detectors behind different filters Two or more TL detectors in a stack arrangement Application of special evaluation regimens and/ or glow-curve analysis Front and back reading of thick TL detectors by laser heating Determination of the depth-dose distribution in thick TL detectors by glow-curve analysis
Multi-element dosimeter badges are necessary to reduce the photon energy dependence relative to H'(0.07, n ) and H*(10) (See Section 8.2.2) and more than one beta-ray detector is necessary. They can be used successfully for beta-ray dose measurements only for beta rays with maximum energies above 0.5 MeV and if the relative contribution of low-energy photons is small.
Surface-Sensitive Detectors
Surface-sensitive detectors based on the TL method can be realised in different ways: (a) The TL phosphor is mixed with non-transparent materials such as boron carbide, graphite, etc (Koczynski et at., 1974; Francis et at., 1982; Prokic, 1985; Christensen and Prokic, 1986) . In this way, the bulk of the phosphor is rendered opaque and light is emitted only from the surface layer. The use of TL materials loaded with graphite (1-4%), to absorb the light emitted from deeper layers b LD = lower limit of detection (2/T above background). a Relative to 1 for gamma or high energy beta radiation. cReferences, A: Charles, 1977 . B: Charles and Khan, 1978 , 1979 . C: Low et al., 1980 . D: Will, 1982 . E: Dutt et al., 1984 . F: Dutt et al., 1990 . Beta energy E m • x I MeV   Fig. 7.13 . Beta-ray energy responses relative to H p (O.07) for LiF dosimeters of various thicknesses. Data from Dutt et al., 1988 Dutt et al., , 1990 (1), Fellinger et al., 1990 (2), and Charles et al., 1979 (3) .
ofthe detector, provides surface-sensitive layers (2-15 mg cm-2 ) on thick detectors (0.4-1 mm) with a minimum limit of detection of about 0.1 mSv. Examples of the minimum detection limit and variation in detector response of different TL detectors with graphite are given in Table 7 .7. For a protective cover 4 mg cm-2 thick, and 1-2% graphite, the relative beta-ray response for frontal radiation incidence, above an end-point energy of 0.2 MeV, is nearly energy independent within ± 15% CBurgkhardt and Klipfel, 1990 , Prokic, 1990 . For a surface-sensitive detector of variable effective thickness, the corresponding protective cover, which is necessary for a nearly equal beta-ray response relative to H p (0.07), can be found experimentally by investigating the relative response, Rj3 / R'Y' with varying cover thicknesses (see Figures 7.14 and 7.15 ). A different detector type makes use of a LiF: Mg,Cu,P (made by INP, Krakow) layer of 0.03 mm thickness, sintered to an inactive 0.7-mm thick LiF base, loaded with 2% graphite (Burgkhardt et al., 1994a) . Because of the inactive base, the thin detector is mechanically stable, its photon energy response is similar to that of a thick detector, and the graphite suppresses the background light from the inactive base and the reader planchet. LiF:Mg,Cu,P detectors of this type, covered with a 2 mg cm-2 foil 1, show a 90Sr /90Y beta-ray response relative to H' (0.07, a) which varies, for angles of incidence up to 60°, between 0.9 and 1.15 (Figure 7 Foil Thickness I mg cm· 2 Fig. 7.15 . Relative beta-ray response (R~/Rcs) for 0.03-mm thick LiF detectors sintered to an inactive LiF base, as a function of cover thickness (Burgkhardt et al., 1994a). response has a smaller energy dependence than that ofTLD 700 (Figure 8.3) .
A TL detector has been developed which makes use of a thin TLD 700 chip of24 mg cm-2 thickness, fixed with heat-resistant (up to 350°C) glue to an inactive LiF chip of 76 mg cm -2 thickness, with a cover of a 1.9 mg cm-2 Makrofol foil (Ambrosi et al., 1994) . In mixed beta-ray and photon fields, the response relative to H p (O.07) can vary between 0.57 (147Pm, 45°) and 1.62 (15-keV photons, 15°) (Figure 7.16d Angle of Incidence a (e) ever glues can contribute to the background and thereby increase the detection threshold. Surface-sensitive detectors combine the advantages of the energy and angular responses of thin detectors (Figure 7 .16) and the ease of handling of thick, mechanically stable detectors. Disadvantages include the decrease in beta-ray response expected after frequent readout cycles, particularly for graphiteloaded LiF detectors. Surface-sensitive detectors have been optimized, therefore, by varying the readout and (Bchm, 1989) , (c) 9-mg cm-2 LiF:Mg,Cu,P detectors covered by 2 mg cm-2 (Burgkhardt et al., 1994a) , (d) 24-mg cm-2 TLD-700 chip detector covered by a 1.9-mg cm-2 polycarbonate foil (Ambrosi et al., 1994) . In (a) and (b) the stars, crosses and ovals refer to 90Sr _90y, 204Tl and l47Pm beta rays respectively. Graphite-loaded LiF detectors have shown no significant loss in the 147Pm response after annealing in the reader 25 times. However, the loss was about 20% after annealing 10 times in an oven at 400°C, in a nitrogen atmosphere for one hour (Burgkhardt and Klipfel, 1990) . LiF:Mg,Cu,P detectors, based on the measurement of the glow-peak height, have been found to have stable beta-ray and gamma-ray responses, as well as a stable coefficient of variation (2%) for a random batch of detectors after 15 cycles of annealing in an oven at 240°C (Burgkhardt et al., 1994a) . These results depend on the details of the annealing cycle used. For 0.9-mm thick LiF:Mg,Cu,P detectors, a stable photon sensitivity has been found up to 30 readout cycles using a glow-curve readout to 270°C (Oster et al., 1993) .
For the simultaneous measurement of beta rays and photons in extremity dosimeters, LiF is almost always used because it is nearly tissue-equivalent. Because secondary electrons emitted from the dosimeter holder are mainly responsible for the photon energy response, special attention should be paid to the appropriate choice of materials used for the detector cover and holder (see Section 8.2.2).
Multi-Element Dosimeters
An alternative to physically-thin and surfacesensitive detectors is the use of multi-element dosimeters using thicker detectors. The use of several detectors, either combined with filters or in a stack arrangement, can provide additional information about radiation quality. On the basis of reading ratios, correction factors can be obtained to derive absorbed doses at specified depths. In extremity dosimetry, multi-element dosimeters are used only in 
Burgkhardt and Klipfel, 1990 Burgkhardt et ai, 1994a Ambrosi et ai, 1994 exceptional cases. Skin dosimeters of this type make use, for instance, of three LiF -Teflon detectors of different thicknesses in a stack arrangement (Heinzelmann et al., 1982) which allows the measurement of beta and photon radiation, relative to H p (O.07), and also a rough estimation of the depth-dose distribution (see Table 7 .9).
In area monitoring of mixed beta-gamma radiation fields, up to six LiF detector elements, with thicknesses between 10 and 240 mg cm-2 , and tissueequivalent covers of various thicknesses, may be used to obtain more complete information about the radiation quality and depth-dose distribution in tissue, at depths between 0.07 and 10 mm (Burgkhardt et al., 1990a ) (see also Section 8.2.3).
In general, multi-element dosimeters, developed in the past because of the unavailability of thin detectors, will be increasingly replaced in routine monitoring by thin dosimeters such as surface-sensitive detectors using LiF:Mg,Cu,P (see also Section 7.10.2). The major disadvantages of multi-element dosimeters are the procedures used for deriving the betadose contribution from at least three detector read- ings. Because these procedures are based on the assumption of normally-incident beta rays, extremely high uncertainties, exceeding a factor of 2, are expected for non-normal incidences and in mixed betaphoton radiation fields. In contrast to a thin detector, which has nearly the same calibration factor for beta and photon radiation, the strong attenuation of beta rays in a thick detector results in a significant energy and angular dependence and requires the use of different beta-ray calibration factors. Figure 7 .17 illustrates how the beta-ray calibration factor of commonly used detectors varies with beta-ray energy. In order to measure H p (0.07), the actual beta-ray reading of the dosimeter has to be multiplied by the skin-dose correction factor. This factor has to be found experimentally from the readings of various covered detectors.
For beta-ray dosimetry with thick LiF detectors, the simplest multi-element dosimeter makes use of one detector for the estimation of the deep-dose contribution and two "skin detectors" covered with tissue-equivalent filters of different thicknesses, both below 100 mg cm-2 . After subtracting the deepdetector response, the ratio of readings of the skindose detectors may provide a skin-dose correction factor (Figure 7.17) . This procedure can measure the beta-ray dose for end-point energies above 0.5 MeV, but only when the quotient of beta-ray and photon doses exceeds 10 for 0.9 mm LiF, or 4 for 0.4 mm LiF.
When non-tissue-equivalent detectors are used, a multi-element dosimeter with 4 detectors and a complex filter system is required to provide an additional correction for the photon energy dependence in the Fig. 7.17 . Typical skin-dose correction factors as a function of maximum beta-ray energy, evaluated for some commonly used detector types (Christensen, 1986) low-energy range. This results in a higher uncertainty for beta-ray dose measurements compared to nearly tissue-equivalent detectors. One such personnel dosimeter system makes use of four non-tissueequivalent CaS04-Teflon detectors of O.4-mm thickness (Rayes and Stoebe, 1990).
Special Heating Regimes and/ or Glow-Curve Analysis
The depth-dose distribution in thick TL detectors depends on the maximum beta-ray energy. If the dose can be determined in some way as a function of depth in the detector, then information on radiation quality can be assessed. For instance, by using a pulsed laser as the heating system for TL detectors, it is possible to measure the signal from a surface layer of about 20 Mm in thickness, as well as that from the thick TL element (Braunlich and Tetzlaff, 1986; Braunlich, 1990; Bloomsburg et al., 1990) . Alternatively, from readings on the front and back surfaces of a thick detector it is possible to determine the doses from both weakly penetrating and strongly penetrating radiation.
Sahre (1991; Sahre and Sch6nmuth, 1993) describes the use of information stored in a thick (0.8 mm) LiF -Teflon detector for determining dose at different depths. This method is based on the fact that the glow-curve structure of a rapidly-heated (36 K S-1) TL detector depends on the dose distribution inside the detector. The measured glow curve is fitted by comparison with those from reference radiation fields. This glow-curve deconvolution can provide information on the beta-ray depth-dose distribution in the detector itself. However, it is only practical if the photon contribution is unimportant or is accurately known.
Another approach is the use of two stacked TL elements that are separated by a transparent, heatresistant layer of poor thermal conductivity (Uchrin, 1986 , Fellinger, 1991 , providing two time-dependent glow peaks and thus the separation of strongly and weakly penetration radiation.
Thermally-Stimulated Exoelectron Emission (TSEE) Detectors
After exposure to ionizing radiation many insulating solids, when heated to several hundred degrees C, emit a number of electrons proportional to the energy deposited. Because these exoelectrons escape from a surface layer less than 50 nm thick, the energy deposited is more or less proportional to the absorbed dose in the surrounding (usually) tissue-equivalent material. Surface-sensitive detectors based on thermally-stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE) are extremely thin, but nevertheless very sensitive and therefore promising for beta dosimetry.
Most earlier problems of lack of reproducibility have been overcome by the development of BeO thin-film detectors (Kriegseis et at., 1986; Scharmann and Kriegseis, 1986; Merwin and Swinth, 1989) . Nevertheless, severe problems with this technique still exist, which makes a reliable routine application more difficult. These problems include the handling of the toxic material BeO during detector preparation, waste treatment, and surface contamination or mechanical scratches.
For measuring H p (0.07) from beta and photon radiation, BeO on a graphite backing and under a cover of 7 mg cm-z is the most intensively investigated dosimeter. It has a nearly flat beta-ray energy response (Figure 7 .18) and a directional response close to that of an extrapolation chamber (Ambrosi and B6hm, 1988 , Kriegseis et at., 1991 , 1993 . Because of its surface character, the TSEE detector is more easily affected by the surrounding materials than are other methods that use a much thicker sensitive detector layer (Petel et at., 1990) . The photon energy response, therefore, varies strongly with the cover material (Kriegseis et at., 1993) (see also Section 8.2.2).
Some materials such as LiF and BeO have the advantage that both the thermoluminescence and exoelectron emission can be measured separately. When LiF detectors of 140 mg cm-z are used, for instance, the maximum temperature is set to 270 0 C for TLD readings and 450 0 C for TSEE evaluations (Petel and Barthe, 1986, Uchrin, 1993) . From the ratio of readings, the approximate energy of the beta radiation can be derived for estimating a beta-ray correction factor. Another promising material for a combined TSEE and TL detector is powdered Al z 0 3 :C (Akselrod and Kortov, 1991: Akselrod et at., 1993) .
Photographic Films
Film dosimeters are widely used in personnel dosimetry for the measurement of photon radiation relative to exposure or to H p (10). After chemical development of the film, the optical density is measured. In principle, films, with their thin sensitive layer about 10-p,m thick, could be a good detector for beta radiation. However the high atomic number of the sensitive material and the relatively thick wrapping used in the film packet (about 30 to 50 mg cm-Z) results, even for the unfiltered film, in a strongly varying energy and directional response relative to H p (O.07) (see Figure 7 .19).
In general, the photon energy response of film detectors below 100 keV increases 20 to 50 times to a maximum near 40 keV. In order to reduce this energy dependence, film dosimeter badges provide a combination of up to 5 filters of different materials and thicknesses (plastic, Cu, Sn, Pb) and use an appropriate evaluation algorithm for the optical density under these filters. The different response to beta rays and photons requires the separate evaluation of the betaray dose using the optical densities of the unfiltered film and, in addition, behind a thin plastic filter. Even with two readings, the resulting uncertainty of measurement for the beta-ray dose contribution, particularly when beta rays are multi-directional or when there is a significant contribution from photons, makes beta dosimetry extremely difficult. For in- 7.10-Variation with maximum energy of the beta-ray response, R~, relative to HiO.07), for the glass dosimeter GD-403 (Burgkhardt et ai, 1994b) Radionuclide 90Sr_90y 204Tl 147Pm 2.28 0.76 0.225
1.00 ± 0.03 0.97 ± 0.03 1.03 ± 0.19 stance, when radiation is incident normal to the plane of the film, the response for 90Sr _90y (Emax=2.2 MeV) is about one order of magnitude lower than that for 25-keV photons (about a factor of 50 for Emax=0.5 MeV). In personnel dosimetry, film dosimeters may thus indicate that high-energy beta rays are present, but do not provide a sufficiently accurate, separate measurement of beta-ray doses. In mixed radiation fields, film dosimeters may, therefore, be less suitable than other detectors for measuring H p (0.07) from beta rays and weakly penetrating photons.
Photoluminescent (PL) Detectors
After exposure to ionizing radiation, stable color centers are created in photoluminescent materials (PL glasses). Under UV stimulation, the radiationinduced luminescence intensity is proportional to the absorbed dose in the PL glass. Silver-activated phos- phate glasses of elements, such as Al, Li, K and Ba, are non-tissue-equivalent detectors and are 3.6 times more sensitive to photons of about 50 keV than to 60CO photons. Uncovered glass dosimeters show a sufficiently high beta-ray sensitivity, parlicularlywhen evaluated in a thin layer about 100 p,m below the detector surface. The depth-dose distribution has been investigated in glass cubes (Piesch, 1972) and recently also in flat glasses, using a narrow, movable diaphragm for the UV-Iaser excitation. This technique could be used to separate contributions of strongly and weakly penetrating radiations as well as contributions from beta rays and photons.
Modern automatic PL glass dosimetry systems are commercially available. They use pulsed UV-Iaser excitation and flat glasses (16 x 16 x 1.5 mm 3 ) or glass cards (40 x 14 x 2 mm 3 ). By using a pre-dose suppression, a minimum detectable photon dose of about 10 p,Sv can be achieved (Piesch et al., 1986 (Piesch et al., , 1990 Burgkhardt et al., 1993) . A one-element, flat glass dosimeter with an energy compensation filter has a flat energy response relative to H p (10) for photons from 10 keV to 10 MeV, but is insensitive to beta rays (Piesch et al., 1993 (Piesch et al., , 1994 . A multi-element personal dosimeter, for a combined measurement of beta rays and photons, makes use of a glass strip with four detector areas behind different filters (Burgkhardt et al., 1994b) . After subtracting the deep-detector response, the ratio of signals from two areas of glass covered by plastic filters of different thicknesses (38 J.Lm and 250 J.Lm) can provide a correction factor for beta-ray dose. The techniques commonly used for TL dosimeters (see Section 7.10.3) allow the measurement of H p (0.07) for maximum beta-ray energies as low as that of 147Pm (at least for dose values above 1 mSv) within ±20% (Table 7 .10).
Radiochromic Dyes
Radiochromic dyes fall into the general category of chemical dosimeters (McLaughlin, 1991) . They are, in general, low-atomic-number organic polymeric films, doped with dye molecules in which a colored chromophore is produced upon irradiation. They become intensely coloured during irradiation and processing is not required. In some cases, the full optical density requires a few hours to fully develop but is then very stable over a wide range of environmental conditions. Color changes can be used for densitometric measurements or directly for qualitative applications such as field mapping. With suitable calibrations, they can be used over a wide range of dose rates to relate optical density at a particular wavelength to absorbed dose. Radiochromic dyes have been available for some years as liquids and more recently have been incorporated into plastic films or deposited as thin layers onto plastic films to provide thin dosimeters. In terms of radiation absorp-tion characteristcs, radiochromic dyes can be readily matched to a range of biological tissues by suitable choice of solvent or substrate materials.
These films have an inherently high radiographic resolution and can be used in stacks to give 2-or 3-dimensional information on dose distributions when read out with scanning microdensitometers. They are, thus, of particular interest for skin dosimetry. There may be some dependence of response on humidity and temperature during irradiation, and to UV exposure during storage, which needs to be taken into account for accurate dosimetry studies.
Radiochromic films are currently limited to highdose applications between about 10 and 10,000 Gy, depending on the particular material used and the particular read-out procedure. They exhibit little or no dose-rate dependence over a wide range from at least 0.02 to 200 Gy/min.
One of several radio chromic materials available in the form of a thin film is GAFchromic which is a colorless and transparent radio chromic layer on a polyester base. It produces a blue image on irradiation (Chu et al., 1990) . It is commercially available as a layer 6 p,m thick on a 100-p,m base, in continuous rolls or pre-cut pieces. The colored material exhibits optical absorption throughout most of the visible spectrum. Absorption peaks occur near 600 and 650 nm wavelength. The response increases by about 0.5% per K and decreases by about 0.25% per percent increase in relative humidity during exposure. The dose range has a lower limit of about 20 Gy if read out at 600 nm and an upper limit of about 3000 Gy if read at 510 nm, as shown in Figure 7 .20 (McLaughlin, 1991) .
While the obvious application of radiochromic dyes is to high-dose determinations, there are situations in radiotherapy and even radiation protection where they may be used to advantage. Soares (1991) has produced two-dimensional beta-ray dose profiles from a 90Sr _90y ophthalmic applicator using GAFchromic with a scanning, He-Ne laser-beam microdensitometer (Figure 7.21) . The same measuring system has been used to evaluate 3-dimensional dose distributions around small radioactive sources as part of a program to study the biological effects of hot paricles (see Section 9.3). Comparisons have been made with parallel measurements using an extrapolation chamber (Soares et al., 1991; Darley et al., 1991) . Soares (1991) has observed similar responses ofGAFchromic to 90Sr /90Y beta particles and 60CO gamma radiations.
